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Introduccion
Handling missing resource use data is always a challenge because of the degree of skewness in the
data.  It is widely accepted that multiple imputation (MI) provides better variance estimation over
single imputation methods when dealing with missing data. Statistical packages such us SAS, R and
STATA now have available programmes to perform MI.  However, it is unclear whether these
applications are appropriate for imputing skewed resource use data.

Objetivo
To compare the performance of the MI procedures within the aforementioned statistical packages to
handle incomplete resource use data.

Metodos
MI programmes within SAS, STATA and R were assessed. Complete resource use data on
procedure time, number of coils and length of stay at various facilities were available from a large
randomised controlled trial in patients with aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage. 500 bootstrap
samples were generated from this population and multivariate missing data were simulated under
missing at random (MAR) mechanisms. Standard descriptive statistics, measures of variability,
assessment of bias, accuracy and coverage were used to compare the results from the MI with
baseline figures. Each analysis was similarly replicated in each of the packages.

Resultados
Complete data were available for a sample of 1060 patients. Baseline mean (95% non-parametric
confidence interval) resource use is as follows 139 minutes (135 to 142) for operation duration, 3.79
coils inserted (3.64 to 3.96), 3.5 days at ITU (3.11 to 3.96), 13.78 days at ward (13.06 to 14.59) and
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10.93 days at district general hospital (8.80 to 13.60). These figures will be compared with the
results from the MI for the different software.

Conclusiones
This study will discuss the advantages and shortcomings of the use of MI within currently available
software and provide recommendations for users within the health economics context.
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